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1. DEFINITIONS 
Throughout, R denotes a Noetherian ring and R” the complement of the 
union of the minimal primes of R. If Z is an ideal in R, p(Z) denotes the 
smallest integer n such that there exists a generating set of Z with 
n elements. 
DEFINITION 1.1 [9]. An ideal Z is a reduction of an ideal .Z if ZGJ and 
if there exists an integer I such that ZJ’ = J” ‘. 
Note that in this case for any positive integer n, Z”J’= J’+n, and for any 
ideal K, ZK is a reduction of JK. A generalization of the concept of reduc- 
tion is the following: 
DEFINITION 1.2. If I,, . . . . I,, are ideals in R and ai E Ii, then (a,, . . . . a,,) is 
said to be a joint reduction of (I,, . . . . Z,l) if a, Z2 I, . . . Z,, + CI* I, I, . . . Z, + . . . + 
a,Z, . ..I.,-, is a reduction of I, . ..I.,. 
Joint reductions were first defined for local rings by Rees in [lo]. He 
required that n equal the dimension of R. Rees and Sally employ this 
concept in [12] to prove a generalization of the Briancon-Skoda theorem. 
Verma’s definition of joint reductions, with which he extends some of 
Zariski’s theory of complete ideals in two-dimensional rings to higher 
dimensions [ 13, Theorem 4.11, does not require that n be the dimension of 
the local ring. In this paper, R need not be local and n need not be the 
dimension of R. 
DEFINITION 1.3. An element x E R is integral over an ideal Z if there exist 
n>O and ~,EZ’ (i= l,...,n) such that .Y”+u,x”-‘+ ... +a,,=O. 
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If an ideal J consists of elements which are integral over an ideal Z then 
.Z is said to be integral over I. The set of all elements which are integral 
over some ideal Z form an ideal, denoted by 1 and called the integral closure 
of Z. 
It is easy to see that J is integral over Z if and only if Z is a reduction 
of Z+ J. So whenever .Z is integral over Z, there exists an integer I such that 
for all positive integers n, Z”(Z+ .Z)‘= (I+ J)‘+“. In particular, J’+” E I”. 
More information on reductions and integral closure can be obtained 
from [9]. 
Now let p be a prime integer. Throughout let q denote a power of p, and 
if Z is an ideal in a ring of characteristic p, let Icy3 denote the ideal 
( { xq : x E Z} ). 
DEFINITION 1.4 [3]. If R is a ring of characteristic p and Z is an ideal 
in R, .Y E R is said to be in the tight closure Z* of Z if there exists c E R0 such 
that cxq E Icy1 for all sufficiently large q. 
In the definition of tight closure, c, in general, depends on Z and on x. 
However, in some rings, there exists an element c which works for every 
ideal and every element of its tight closure. The ideal generated by such c 
is called the test ideal of R. 
Tight closure was introduced by Hochster and Huneke in [3], and has 
proved to be an extremely useful tool. It is defined for rings of charac- 
teristic p and for rings essentially of finite type over a field of characteristic 
0, but that definition will not be needed here. What will be needed from 
[3] is Theorem 4.4, which says that in regular rings of characteristic p 
every ideal is tightly closed, i.e., that every ideal equals its tight closure. 
In the following, all rings are of characteristic p, unless stated otherwise. 
2. BACKGROUND 
In 1974, Briancon and Skoda proved that for any ideal Z in the ring of 
convergent power series in n variables over @, the integral closure of 
Zmin(n.P(O1 is contained in Z [ 11. Their proof uses analytic methods even 
though the theorem involves purely algebraic concepts. In 1981, Lipman 
and Teissier [7] and Lipman and Sathaye [6] produced an algebraic 
proof of a more general statement. Another generalization was given by 
Rees and Sally in 1988: 
Let (R, m) be a regular local ring of Krull dimension d, not necessarily 
of positive characteristic. If I,, . . . . Z, are m-primary ideals of R, I, . . . Id is 
contained in every joint reduction of (I,, . . . . Id) [12]. 
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Also, Hochster and Huneke generalized the Briancon-Skoda theorem to: 
Let R be a ring of characteristic p. Then for any ideal I of positive 
height and for any integer n > 0, IL”” +” c (I” + ’ )* [3, Theorem 5.41. 
In particular, since every ideal in a regular ring is tightly closed, in 
regular rings P”’ + ” E I” + ‘. For local rings (R, m) Hochster and Huneke 
sharpened the above result to I”‘)+” G (I’+ ‘)*, where f(Z) denotes the 
analytic spread of I, defined as the dimension of R/m@ I,lmIO 
I’/mP@ “.. In general, the analytic spread is less than or equal to both 
p(Z) and the dimension of (R, m) (cf. [2] ). 
The main result of this paper is Theorem 3.1 which generalizes the above 
two versions of the Briancon-Skoda theorem for rings of characteristic p, 
using the methods developed in [3]. Some of the results may be 
generalized further to equicharacteristic local rings using the standard 
method of reducing to characteristic p. 
3. GENERALIZATION OF THE BRIANCON-SKODA THEOREM 
The following is the main theorem of the paper. It combines the concepts 
of joint reductions and tight closure in a way which makes the above two 
versions of the BrianGon-Skoda theorem easy corollaries for rings of 
characteristic p. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let n be a positioe integer and I,, . . . . I,, ideals in the ring 
R of characteristic p. For i= 1, . . . . n, let Ii be positive integers and let ai, E I, 
for 1 d j < Ii. Suppose that a;, E R” for i = 1, . . . . n and that (a L,, . . . . 
a,,,, aZII . . . . a21z, .. . . a,,,J is a joint reduction of 
(1 , , . . . . I, , I*, . . . . I* 1 . . . . z,, , . . . . I,). v___- v___ 
I, times 12 times /. times 
Then for any integers ki 2 0, i = 1, . . . . n, 
f~+kl..-I~+kn&((a,,, . . . . a,,,)kL+‘+ ... +(anlr . . . . an,Jkn+‘)*. 
Proof Let Ai = (a,, , . . . . a;,,) for i= 1, . . . . n. Also, for any multi-index r, 
let I!= 1;~. .I; and Irii) = 111 . .I;-’ . . .I:;. With this notation, the joint 
reduction hypothesis- says that A,i!l’! +A21!(*I+ . . . +A,,J!(“) is a 
reduction of I!, where 1 is understood to be the n-tuple of 1’s. Hence for 
any multi-index c with all ri positive, 
A,[‘(‘i +A2Jri’)+ ... +A,,JCi’Z) is a reduction of Jr. (3.2) 
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Specifically, for the given ! there exists an integer L 2 1 such that 
CLAIM. For all integers ri 2 0, i = 1, . . . . n, 
L-C’, ;- Ll+r- A’l...A IL!+!-? , (3.4) 
3, < r, + I 
where “z”’ means that among the inequalities below the summation sign 
there is exactly one equality. 
Proof by Induction. If rl = r2 = . . . = r,, = 0, the claim is just (3.3). So 
assume that the claim holds for all multi-indices r’ such that r,! < ri for all 
i and such that rl< ri for at least one i. Without loss of generality assume 
that r, > 0. Set r; = r, - 1 and r,! = ri for i > 1. Then 
+ C’ A;’ 
. ..A.JL!+!-S 
S,<r,,s,<r,+Ifori>l 
This proves the claim. 
Now let XE$+~. It follows by (3.2) that x~A,J(!+k)j’)+ . ..+ 
A I(!+&)(“! . Hence by the remark after the definition of integral closure 
th”e;e xists an integer L’ 2 1 such that for all q, 
,YL’+qE(A,ll!+k)(‘)+ . . . +A,_l’!+“‘t1!)4 
c c 
A;1.. .A;f!+kJq--r. 
1. + -. + ,” = q 
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The n-tuples (r,, . . . . K,,) can be divided into two types: 
T~‘pe 1. (I,+k,)q-viaLI, for all i, where L is as in (3.3). 
Then by the claim 
A;1 . ..‘qp+X-M-l= C’ 
A’Lf.5, ..,A’,,+” 
I ,I I 
(I+k)</-r-> 
-. 
J, c I/, + k,, q - r, ~ L/, + I 
For each summand on the right, there is an i such that s, = (li+ ki) 
q-r,-LI,+ 1, so ALL- multiplies this summand into ,4iL+ ‘I’~, and, as in 
the proof of [3, Theorem 5.41, Ajb+kL’q c (AF+‘)t4’. Consequently, 




multiplies A;’ ...A~;_l(!t~)~P~ into (A:l+‘)Cq]+ . . . + 
;+ I)CYl. 
Type 2. (lj + ki) q - ri < Lli for some i. 
Then (fi+ki) q- (LA- l)<r;, so as in Type 1, ALI,-’ multiplies this 
term into A~‘t+kt’y~(A~+‘)[41. 
It follows that 
LI, ~ I 
all “‘a,,l 
L~.--,~L’+Y~(AI;l+‘)C41+ . +(A?+‘)[41 
= (AI;‘+’ + . . . +A>+‘)C+ 
Hence if PER’, by setting c to a~~‘-‘...ak~-‘,~?‘, x~(Af’+‘+ ... + 
A:+‘)*. Thus I!+k IS contained in the union of all minimal primes 
together with (A’;‘+‘+ ... +/TL kn+ ‘)*. Since none of the Ii is contained in 
any minimal prime, neither is I!+“, so by prime avoidance I!+& has to lie 
in (A:‘+‘+ ... +A:+‘)*. 1 
COROLLARY 3.5. (The Hochster-Huneke Version [3, Theorem 5.43 ). 
Let I be an ideal of positive height. Then there exists a positive integer I such 
that for any integer k, Il+k c (zk+‘)*. 
Proof Note that 1 is its own reduction and set I to p(Z). 1 
Remark 3.6. The integer I= p(Z) above may not be the smallest 
possible. AS in [3, Theorem 5.43, if the ring is local and the residue field 
is infinite, the analytic spread of I may replace p(I). This is true because 
then there exists a reduction J of I which is generated by 1 elements. If the 
residue field of the given local ring (R, m) is not infinite, the corollary is 
still true with I as the analytic spread of 1, and that can be seen by passing 
to RCJIn~rx, 3 where X is an indeterminate over R. 
COROLLARY 3.7. If R is regular, 
I’l+kl . . 
I If:fkn!z(a I,,..., a,Jk’+‘+ ‘.. +(a, I,..., a,,)k”+‘. n 
Proof In a regular ring every ideal is tightly closed. 1 
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Remark 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 combined say that in a regular local ring 
of characteristic p, for every ideal I and every integer k, Zdim(R’+k G Zkt ,. 
By the standard argument of reduction to characteristic p, Corollary 3.7 
holds in any equicharacteristic regular local ring, not necessarily of charac- 
teristic p. In general, it is false that for each ideal Z in an arbitrary ring 
there exists an integer I such that for all positive integers n, the integral 
closure of Z’+n is contained in I”. For example, if R = k[.X’, Y]/(X’), where 
k is a field and X and Y are indeterminates over k, then the image of X lies 
in the integral closure of every ideal in R, but certainly not in every ideal. 
In fact, it does not lie in (Y) which is even primary to a maximal ideal. 
COROLLARY 3.8 (The Rees-Sally Version [ 121). If (R, m) is a regular 
local ring of characteristic p, d the dimension of R, and ideals I,, . . . . I, 
m-primary, then I, ‘. . Id is contained in every joint reduction of (I,, . . . . Z,). 
Proof In Corollary 3.7 let n = d, 1, = .. = ld= 1, k, = ... = kd= 0. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Let R = k[X, Y], where k is a field (of any positive 
characteristic) and X and Y are indeterminates over k. Let I, = I, = 
(X2, Y2), LI, =X2, and a, = Y’. It is easy to see that a, E Ii for i = 1, 2 and 
that a,Z2+u2Z, =Z,Z?. So (a,, a,) is a joint reduction of (I,, Z2). By 
Corollary 3.7, 
for all positive integers k,, k,. fact, this statement cannot be improved 
to a statement of the form Zt,ZF E (u/;,+~,, a?+“>), where h,, h, are some 
nonnegative integers, at least one of which is nonzero. For if, say, h, = 1, 
h, = 0, and k, = k, = 1, then (a:, a2) = (X4, Y*), but X3Y~ Z,Z, is not an 
element of (X4, Y’). 
Similarly, h, = 0, h, = 1 do not work. 
So the statement of Theorem 3.1 is, in a sense, as sharp as possible. 
However, there are numerous examples for which Theorem 3.1 can be 
sharpened. For example, if I, and Z2 are both (X, Y), let a, = X, a, = Y. 
Then mu (a’;,+‘, a?) and Z:,Zt2 G (a:,, a:‘+ ‘) for all positive integers 
k,, k,. 
4. SOME RESULTS ON COHEN-MACAULAY RINGS 
The previous section dealt with the inclusions of the integral closures of 
powers of an ideal into its tight closure. Not only do high powers have the 
integral closure contained in the tight closure of the original ideal, but also 
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there is a nice “linear” relation between tight closures and integral closures 
of powers of an ideal: for every ideal I of positive height, there exists an 
integer I such that for all positive integers k, Ill E (I ’ + ’ )*. Restriction to 
regular rings gives such a “linear” relation between powers of an ideal and 
integral closures of its powers. 
In this section, the regularity condition is loosened to excellent local 
Cohen-Macaulay rings with isolated singularity. Again, linear relations are 
obtained between powers and integral closures of powers, but only for 
m-primary ideals (see Corollary 4.7). The essential ingredient is the 
following proposition of Hochster and Huneke: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (R, m) be an excellent, reduced, local ring [4, 
Theorem 6.11 containing a field and with isolated singularity. Then the test 
ideal is either m-primary or the whole ring. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (R, m) be an excellent, local Cohen-Macaulay ring of 
characteristic p with isolated singularity. Let d be the dimension of R and let 
I , , . . . . Id be m-primary ideals. Let ai be an element of I, n R” such that 
(a , , ,.., ad) is a joint reduction of (I,, . . . . I,). Let r 3 0 be such that mr is 
contained in the test ideal. (By Proposition 4.1, r exists). Then whenever 
k 1, . . . . kc,, I, , . . . . I, 2 0 nith x.:‘= , I, > r, 
1’1 +kl . . . ILt+kd 
I d c (a:l, . . . . a?). (4.3) 
Remark 4.4. Since R is analytically unramitied (cf. [ I1 I), it is known 
that there exist I,, . . . . I,3 0 such that for al k,, . . . . k,, 
,:,+kl . ..I$+“~.L..I~. (4.5) 
Then for j= 1 there exists an integer L as in (3.3). Hence if all ki are greater 
than or equal to L, by (3.4), I’fl ...Z$‘C (atI- L, . . . . al;d-L). Thus the integral 
closure of I:’ + L + kl . . Z$‘+ L+ kJ is contained in (a’;l, . . . . a$‘) for all integers 
ki. In general, there are no known bounds for such Zi and L. But this 
theorem provides a bound for integers I,, . . . . Id for which (4.3) is true for all 
m-primary ideals Ii and all integers ki. Note, however, that this does not 
give a bound for the Ii of (4.5). 
Proof of Theorem. If any of the k,‘s is zero, there is nothing to prove. 
So without loss of generality, all ki are positive. Since a:’ ... a$ is in the 
test ideal, a: . ..a$.x..~((a$+~~, . . . . aickd) for any x~(a$+“l, . . . . a$++kdf)*. 
Write a: . . a$x = Cy=, riaf’+ kf. Since R is Cohen-Macaulay, a,, . . . . ad 
form a regular sequence. Thus at . ..a$ - r,a’;I E (agfk2, . . . . a$+kd), and 
12 a, ... a$ E (a:(, a$ + k2, .. . . a$+ k”). 
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Suppose that it has been established that 
ali+’ ..J$~ ((q, . ..) q, Q$+l+%+l, “‘)u$+kd) 
J+l IfI 
for some j> 1. If j<d, write a$;‘, . ..utx=x$=. ~~ak’+Cf=~+, siujl+k’ 
for some sj in R. Again it follows by regularity of the sequence a,, . . . . ad 
that u:/;\ . . . u$,x - sj+ ,a>;; E (a’;~, . ... a>, u$;;+~!+~, . . . . a$+ kd). Finally, when 
j = d, then x E (a:~, .. . . u”;), so by Theorem 3.1 
zh+kl . . Ildfkd 
I d G (al;‘, . ..) u”;). 1 
Remark 4.6. Note that u:’ . . . u’; may be in the test ideal even if C fi < r. 
If this is the case, the statement in the corollary may be sharpened. In 
particular, if some I, lies in the test ideal, then Z~I .. . Ik,+ ’ . . Zy is 
contained in (a:~, .. . . u”;1). 
COROLLARY 4.7 [S]. With the set-up from Theorem 4.2, let Z be an 
m-primary ideal and (a,, . . . . ad) u reduction of I. Zf k is an integer greater 
than or equal to d, then Jr+k G Zkedc I. 
Proof. By the previous theorem, I’fk c_ (a?‘, . ..) ~2) whenever k,, . . . . k, 
are positive integers whose sum equals k. Hence Ir+k is contained in the 
intersection of such ideals. 
CLAIM. C)k,20,xk,=k (U:‘, . . . . U”;I)=h . . . . udjkpd+‘. 
Proof of Claim. Let S=Z,[X,, . . . . X,]. Map S to R via Xi H ui. Then 
by a lemma of Hartshorne [8, p. 1501, R is a flat S-algebra. Since finite 
intersections of ideals commute with flat extensions and since all ideals 
appearing in the claim are extended from S, it suffices to show nk,eo,Xk,=k 
(X?‘, . ..) x$+)=(x I,..., Xd)k-d+‘. 
Each ideal is homogeneous with respect to the canonical Nd-multi- 
grading, hence so is their intersection. Thus the intersection is generated by 
monomials in the X:s. Let X’,’ ... X$ be in the intersection, and suppose 
that 11; < k - d + 1. Let ki > fi be positive integers such that C k, equals k. 
Since X:l . . .X2 is in (X$l, . . . . X2), the same reasoning as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 produces a contradiction. This proves that 1 I, > k - d + 1 
and hence that the intersection is contained in (X,, . . . . Xd)k-d+‘. 
The other inclusion is easy. 
This proves the claim and also the corollary. 1 
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